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The essay provides a critical assessment of the debates concerning the concepts of fake and original
(authentical) in the context of semiotics (Ch.S. Peirce, T. de Lauretis, U. Eco, M. Bal), phi/osophy (N. Goodman,
(W Benjamin, l. Haywood, N. Bryson), history (C. Ginzburg). It is an

J. Baudrillard, S. Zizek), art theory

attempt to represent the problem of reproduction of cultural artefacts as a multifaceted issue which
embraces the whole series of related notions (take, forgery, imitation, reproduction, replication, remake,
copy, pastiche, etc.) along with their different meanings and implicationsfor various cultural practices
(fine arts, history, architecture, cinema, social and cultural 'apparatuses' of identification). The main aim
of the text is to provide an interdisciplinary frame of interpretation of the phenomenon offorgery, to
reveal how aesthetic judgments on the originality (and aura) of the work of art are determined by
economical and political factors and to show how the 'ideology of original' is related to the power
know/edge system and the issues of political economy in contemporary Western cu/ture. Semiotics
(particularly, in U. Eco's version) is chosen here as the most promising and efficient toolfor the ana/ysis of
this comp/ex phenomenon.
Keywords: Semiotics; fake; origina/; representation; ideology.

Imitation as a Cultural and Semiotic

relations and dominant ideology) worked out

Paradox

their own strategies of dealing with this prob
lem. For a long time the topics of imitation and

The dichotomy of fake and original seems to be

reproduction were studied separately by each

omnipresent and ineradicable in our culture The

discipline. Classical aesthetics and art theory

problem of reproduction of cultural artefacts is

elaborated sophisticated procedures (the so

one of the key problems of modernity which

called 'attnbution') for identifying and discerning

embraces the whole series of related phenom

copies from originals; philologists worked out their

ena - such as fake, forgery, imitation, replica

own instrumental criteria for identification of

tion, remake, copy, pastiebe, etc. Various cul

'original' texts; philosophers meditated on the is

tural practices (ranging from fine arts, history,

sues of difference and repetition (J. Deleuze), iden

architecture, cinema, religion to socio-economic

tity and the Self, copy and simulacrum (from
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Plato to Baudrillard), whereas police and courts

art as a social, economic and cultural institu

prosecuted counterfeiters and state apparatus

tion. Despiute the fact that forgery has hist01y2,

kept upgrading their methods for control and

art history even nowadays often takes the notion

governing through the multiplication of iden

of forgery for granted and ignores its ideologi

tification documents. W hat is common to all of

cal frarning together with the material condi

these practices is the intention to

identify, to as

tions of the production and development of the

certain the authenticity, to free the 'grain of truth'

discourses on authentical and faked. M.Bal and

from the weeds, and tis need (as well as the very

N. Bryson make a valuable remark on this: " Be

belief in the neccessity to do so) is shared by

cause of the theoretical scepticism of semiotics,

ordinary people, art experts and most of all ...

the relationship between contemporary semio

by the state bureaucracy.

tics and art history is bound to be a delicate one":

Forgery is relatively Iate (recent) phenom

semiotics challenges some fundamental tenets

enon, it was 'boro' in the XIX century and it is

and practices of art history3, which is quite re

directly related to the notion of

luctant to give up the hope of reaching positive

erty.

intellectualprop

Due to the boom in art collecting, "there

has been a tendency to equate the financial value

knowledge.
Avant-garde artists, contemporary mass me

of a work of art with its aesthetic value. The art

dia and communication arts in

market has become a place for lucrative

seem to have essentially transformed the com

investment".1 Yet the artists whose name seerns

mon stakes towards the phenomenon of repro

201h

century

to be crucial in commanding a high price, was

duction. The first theoretician who had initi

often at the bottom of "the money-making

ated discussion on multiple meanings (and lay

chain'', whereas the dealers, auctioners and col

ers) and various forrns of imitation and replica

lectors are the main actors on this scene. For

tion, was german philosopher Walter Benjamin.

them the only way to ensure good returns was to

He pointed out that the phenomenon of me

elevate the cult of the original artist: the elabo

chanical reproduction of a work of art is

ration of the mythology of uniqueness and origi

somything unknown for previous cultural peri

nality of the work of art was and still is a very

ods. But in principle "a work of art has always

efficient market strategy.

been reproducible. Manmade artifacts could

Art theory, having once "discovered" and ar

always be imitated by men. Replicas weremade

ticulated the problem of forgery, seerns to have

by pupils in practice of their craft, by masters

forgotten the prosaic foundations of the cult of
originality, replacing it with aesthetical judge
ments. It provided a sort of 'universalistic'
scheme for its interpretation: fakes and forger
ies were set in opposition to the highly respected
notions of originality and authenticity. In

19th

century "faking" was proclaimed an illegitimate
practice that menaces the very existence of (high)

1 Haywood L Faking It. Art and the Politics of For
gery. The Harvester Press, 1987, p. 105.

2 Originally the word forgery had a literal meaning:
the product of the blacksmith's forge - "a meaningful
act of creation." According to Haywood, at the time of
Renaissance the concept was abstracted from the con
crete world to apply to the mind's creative faculties. By
the XIXth century the concept of forgery was moral
ised, and "a fissure opened up between permissible 'fic
tion' and reprehensible 'fraudulent artifice'. [ . . .] So what
was once a valuable act of creation for society's use had
become bastard, 'spurious profuction' (See: Haywood l.
Op. cit, p. 6.
3 BalM., Bryson N. 'SemioticsandArtHiitory", in The
Art Bulletin , June 1991, VoL LXXIII, Number 2. P. 174.
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for diffusing tbeir works, and finally, by third

apocrypbal" actually bas inspired many of bis

parties in tbe pursuit of tbe gain".4

tbeoretical texts and literary writings. He bim

Contemporary culture did not eliminate tbe

self is a well known master of falsifications6•

bierarcbical relations between fakes and origi

Furtbermore, it is present, using tbe words of

nals. On tbe contrary, this binary opposition bas

Thresa de Lauretis, at all "tbree registers of dis

proved to be of great vitality. Thus, attribution

course - the literary-bistorical, tbe tbeologico

did not lose its meaning and maintains tbe sta

pbilosophical and tbe popular-cultural -wbicb

tus of respectable art practice; tbe originals of

are not only tbe major areas of Eco's critical

modem art (the pioneers of whicb can be ranked

work but also tbe field of bis writing practice"7.

among tbe most successful 'serial fakers'5) get

On tbe one band, Eco sbows us tbat scientific

more expensive on tbe auctions; tourist indus

discourse as well as everyday practices of cul

try and museum collections as long before are

ture are saturated by tbe fake-original antinomy.

based on tbe cult of autbenticity wbile tbeorists

On the other, through deconstructing certain axi

did not cease debating over impossibility to de

omatic 'trutbs' of common sense conceming the

fine 'wbat is tbe difference between fake and

definitions of faked and autbentical, Eco uncov

original', getting more and more entangled in

ers a fresb prospective to well known pbilosophi

tbe linguistic maze of definitions. Hence, it

cal and semiotic problems sucb as, for instance,

would be very useful to investigate some pbilo

tbe concepts of identity, autbenticity, iconicity,

sopbical and semiotic paradoxes, tbat are spe

similarity and simulacrum; be reinstates tbe

cific for tbis pbenomenon and could sbed a light

faded patbos of semiology as an ideological cri

upon its existence.
At first glance tbe problem of fakes and forg

tique; be disavows the metapbysics of'Iiutb and
Lying and so on.

eries occupies ratber modest place in tbe tbeo

Thus, my task bere is to look tbrough differ

retical work of Umberto Eco. However, scru

ent texts of Umberto Eco (publisbed between

pulous analysis would reveal tbat 'a taste for tbe

19758 and the mid of 1990s) that confronted the
issues of 'fakes and forgery' in one way or an

4 Benjamin W. "The Work of Art in the Age of Its
Mechanical Reproduction", in Illuminations (Pirnlico,
1999). P. 212.
s In fact, it relates to the artists of previous centuries
as well: alrnost all Renaissance artists themselves were
perfect 'serial' fakers. The master would have his own
'factoriy' of forgery (i.e. the workshop ), where he acted
as a manager whereas his apprentices would do much of
the essential 'brushwork'. It is not surprising then, that
Rubens's works were even categorized into six grades:
(l) pictures entirely made by Rubens; (2) works that he
sketched for his assistants; (3) works in which a forma!
dMiion oflabour took place; (4) workshop pictures painted
in the 'spirit ofRubens' byhis followers; (5) schoolcopies
without Rubens's persona! participation; (6) copies ex
ecuted by other scholls. (See: Haywood l. Faking It. Art
and the Politics of Forgery. The Harvester Press, 1987;
Arnau F. Three Thousand YearspfDeception inArt and
Antiques. Jonathan Cape, 1961).
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other and, tbus, to pull out the tbreads of never
fulfilled-project (let us call it bere 'Imitation as
a Cultural and Semiotic Paradox'), interlacing

6 It does not sound strange when he suggests: "We
could react to the falsification only with other
falsifications, spreading false news about everything, even
about falsifications: and who knows?-perhaps the arti
cle you are now reading is only the frrst example of this
new trend toward desinformation" (Eco U. "Falsifica
tion and consensus", in Faith in Fakes. Trave/s in
Hyperrea/ity (Minerva, 1996). P. 176).
7 De Lauretis T. «Gaudy rose: Eco and narcissism»,
in Technologi,es of Gender (Indiana University Press,
1987). P. 55.
8 Starting from Eco's Trattato di semiotica genera/e
(Milano: Bompiani) that came out in 1975.

them into a coherent interpretation with mul

be the natural products of modern culture,

tiple outcomes and interesting collateral effects.

yet they have very intimate relations with

Such a'project' may include the following stages

some classical or more globai problerns:

of analysis (which are presented in a series of

such as truth and lying, reality and fiction,

questions):

but also identification and identity.

(1) Are we able to provide firm and positive
definitions? One should start with the

(7) What practical solutions exist in different
scholarships for identification of fakes?

theoretical definitions of 'fake'and'origi

Every cultural institution and scientific

nal' as well as of their 'family members',

discipline uses its own models, criteria and

ie. related concepts.Are they intelligible

definitions of fake and original (in addi
tion -for its own purposes) .Thus, it would

without each other?

(2) what can and cannotdo semiotics? "Every

be interesting (however, not in the frame

thing you wanted to know about serniotic

work of this article) to look at the prac

status of fake, but were afraid to ask

tices of attribution an identification in art,

Umberto Eco" (along with N. Goodman,

history, religion, mass media, philology

Ch.S. Peirce, C. Ginzburg and some oth

and literary tradition, architecture, etc.

ers. Not to forget ŽiŽ.ek, of course...)

(3) How does aesthetics relate to ideology?

(8) How identification relate to power and le
gi.timation? Obviously, society is not and

Does 'original' guarantee 'aesthetical'

has never been totally indifferent to the

.

(4)

pleasure by the virtue of its physical prop

problem of identitification (the latter

erties (what can be described as a mate

should not be approached as a 'private'

riality of'aura' and refers to colour, light,

affair of art history, for instance).On the

paint)? Or pleasure of beholding results

contrary: it remains one of the most effi

from what we know about both kinds of

cient tools of surveillance and control

objects?

over individuals.

What can be said of the political economy
of original? What are the econornic rea

redundant. We should not feel ourselves obliged

sons for the existence of the above-men

answering them all. Sometirnes it is useful to

tioned dichotomy? How culture and

ask sirnple questions even in weak voice. Just

. . .This list of questions may seem too long or

econornics mutually support each other

meditating aloud. It would be enough for excit

defending and insisting on the priority of

ing doubts and escaping the complacent igno

originals?

rance. Such was and has to be the task of any

(5) What is 'fakeable' and what is no t?

Why

there are certain kinds of 'forgery' that
are sanctioned and legitimate (like
Christian relics, for instance) and others
which are not (counterfeiting, etc.)?

philosophical investigation.

Serniotic solutions to non
answerable questions

6) How do the notions of Jake and origi.nal
relate to the philosophical concepts of
Truth and Lying, of Reality and Fiction?

The problem of forgery is traditionally consid

Both notions-'fake' and'original' seem to

of art. The main objective of attribution is to

ered to be the subject of professional interest of
art experts who deal with attribution of the work
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determine tbe autborsbip, age and location of

itly sbared by man y art bistorians) looks very

tbe master and bis scbool. Eventually attribu

weak from the point of view of poststructuralism,

tion leads to reappraisal of economic value of

psycboanalysis and some otber theories: in con

tbe work of art.
ldeally, in their work art experts combine 'ob

trast to tbe idea of invariability and coberence
of Author's Ego they speak of fluid and unstable

jective' and 'subjective' methods. The procedures

identity, suggest tbat our subjectivity is being

sbould include botb "scientific" (i.e. pbysical

under permanent construction. Parapbrasing

and cbemical analyses - X-rays, spectroscopic

Jonatban Culler, one could say that tbe author

analysis, cryptograpby) and interpretive metb

sbip is not given but produced; wbat counts as

ods of attribution (tbe analysis of style and nar

authorsbip is determined by interpretive strate

ration, technologies used, iconograpbic motives,

gies9.

etc.). Tu a great extent attribution depends on

The philosopbical dimension of tbe problem

certain paradigm of interepretation tbat is im

tbat is to be discussed below, bas little impor

plied by botb tbe process and tbe outcome of

tance for tbe art experts, tbey may prefer not to

attribution. As a result, tbere are no incontro

know about it at all. Despite tbe severe criticism

vertible decisions. Despite perpetual improve

elaborated by poststructuralism and psycbo

ment

analysis tbe tbeoretical concept of autborsbip

of tbe tecbniques of attribution, tbe

amount of dubious decisions that depend on the

remains unsbakeable being protected by deal

ever-cbanging interepretations surprises not only

ers, auctioners and tbe wbole industry of pro

deceived collectioners but tbe specialists tbem

duction and consumption of 'bigb art'. In otber

selves. Mieke Bal and Norman Bryson argue that

words, art market and cultural industry bolds

attribution in art bistory involves sucb opera

on the dicbotomy of 'fake-original' even stron

tions tbat lead far away from science and tecb

ger tban art bistory.What follows from tbis

nology into subtler, and more ideologically

analysis is tbat tbe practice of attribution rein

motivated, considerations concerning quality

forces tbe status of original through the concept

and stylistic standartization.

of �utborsbip" and rejects forgeries as defec

UndoubtedJy, art expert sbould 'train the eye'

tive 'works of art'. Attribution is usually consid

in order to be able to discern even tbe slightest

ered to be a matter of aestbetic judgment and

variations in tbe works be deals witb, but attri

professional competence wbereas in fact it

bution is first of all sodai and cultural practice.

sbould be analysed as a practice of power

Tu be precise, 'training of eye' implies not so

("power of discriminating among works of

mucb tbe exercises of the organ of seeing as tbe

art10") and as a product of certain ideology.

learning of cultural and textual conventions.

The negative attitude towards fakes and forg

Hence, attribution depends very mucb on tbe

eries is often implied by tbe attempt to discern

idea tbat the Author (painter) was coberent and

tbe difference between fake and original at tbe

uncbangeable subject, wbo developed tbe same

level of aestbetic perception tbougb aestbetics

tbemes in all bis canvas and worked in a single

seems to be far-out of tbe problem in question.

manner. The master's identity should not cbange

witb age and training, it does not depend on cir
cumstances of life and acquired skills. His style
remains idiosyncratic. Sucb a position (implic-
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9 Bal M., Bryson N. Op. cit. P. 181.
10 Goodman N. The Languages ofArt (Indianapolis:

Bobbs, Merril, 1968). P. 112.

There is a suspicion, bowever, that negative judg

replaced by ideology. Knowledge prescribes us

ment concerning tbe aestbetic properties of

to look at tbe two pictures differently, even if

fakes is irnplicitly based on the ideological preju

wbat we see is tbe same13• Hence, to

see tbe dif

dices and bas notbing to do witb tbe poor artis

ference is almost unattainable task even for tbe

tic quality of tbe given work. Eco points out,

most skilled expert (not to mention ordinary

tbat "tbe lust for autbenticity is tbe ideological

viewers ): our organs of seeing along with long

product of tbe art market's hidden persuaders;

term training and professional experience are

wben the replica of a sculpture is absolutely per

often belpless in sucb situations. This skepti

fect, to privilege tbe original is like giving more

cism is brougbt about by multiple stories of

irnportance to the first numbered copy of a poem

unsuccessful expertises. One could refer, for

tban to a normai pocket edition"11•

instance, to tbe notorious case of Hans Van

American pbilosopber Nelson Goodman

Meegeren's forgeries wbicb eventually con

suggests to make a simple test- to compare two

fronted tbe authority of tbe Dutcb court in 1947.

canvas tbat look identical but are presumably

The cbarge was tbat during tbe war be bad sold

different from eacb other in terms of authorsbip,

a painting by Vermeer to Nazi leader Hermano

cbemical structure and age. The question is

Goering for

wbether there can be any aesthetic difference be

accused of treacbery and collaboration. Van

f'.165,000, and

tberefore, be was

tween the two pictures. According to Goodman,

Meegeren came up witb a remarkable defence.

we must begin by inquiring wbetber tbe distinc

The act of forgery was not visible to tbe experts

tion between wbat can and wbat cannot be seen

up untilVan Meegeren himself confessed tbat be

in tbe pictures by'merely looking at tbem' is en

was selling to Nazis bis own works and not tbe

tirely clear. Does'merely looking' mean looking

original works ofVermeer. Hence, "be bad duped

witbout tbe use of any instrument? Does tbis

ratber tban co-operated witb tbe Nazis". Thus,

faculty depend only upon native visual activity

be needed bis cbarge to be commuted to an of

(of'innocent eye') or upon practice and training

fence against culture rather than the state.14 What

as well? Speaking of 'instruments' be means

is interesting is that later the "difference" became

mostly mecbanical instruments: Goodman treats

obvious even to tbe "observant layman". Nelson

'microscope' or'looking glass' as a sort of pros

Goodman argues, tbat we see tbe pictures and

tbetic appliances tbat gives more perfection to

we may even know tbat we see original and its

our organs of senses. Misinterpretation origi

faked relative but we are unable to see

nates from'fabric of our common nonsense"12•

ence.

the differ

It is very tempting tbough to read tbe me

The pbenomenon of attribution may be ex

tapbore of'glasses' as an allusion to ideological

amined in a broader context: tbe searcb for an

presupposition. In any case, to specify wbat is

absolute idiosyncratic details tbat allows to dis

meant by'merely looking at tbe pictures' is tbus

cern tbe copy from original, tbe 'band' of tbe

far from easy: we bave to consider tbe factor of

Master from tbe'band' of bis forger represents

'informed looking' wben pbysiology is being

just one out ot thousands other practices of iden
tification and control tbat tbe state power bas

11 Eco U. A Theory of Semiotics. Bloomington:
lndiana University Press, 1979. P. 179.
12 Goodman N. lbid. P. 112.

13 Goodman N. lbid. P. 104.
14 See: Haywood. l. Op. cit. P.

1 13-114.
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excercised towards individuals. Tuose practices

does tbe 'original' mean?' All cases of forgery

produced tbe wide range of documents certify

are implicitly based on tbe axiomatic belief in

ing and identifying name, age, nationality, so

tbat tbere is an Original and every otber object

cial, marital and other statuses. Sucb 'documents'

tbat looks identical sbould be a fake. H to de

as passport, social security number, driver li

stroy tbis metapbysical believe into tbe exist

cence, signature, montbly pass, finger-prints,

ence of Original, that would lead to a catastropby

library card and many otber certificates tbat are

for our cultural universe.

supposed to be autbentical. Their falsification

Umberto Eco is certainly not tbe only tbeo

is probibited in tbat system of power-knowledge

rist wbo looks for tbe 'trutb' of fake. Helson

wbicb constitutes our culture. Umberto Eco is

Goodman agrees tbat forgeries of works of art

deeply convinced, tbat certain fonns of consen

present a 'nastypractical problem' to tbe collec

sus are so essential to community life tbat tbey

tor, the curator, and tbe art bistorian, but, as be

reestablisb tbemselves despite every attempt to

says, the theoretical problem is even more acute.

sbake tbem. "Tu destroy tbe opposition 'fake

"The bardbeaded question wby there is any aes

original'in tbe wbole of culture (i.e. at all its

thetic difference between a deceptive forgery and

Ievels - from political to aestbetic) would be

an original work challenges a basicpremiss on

truly revolutionary gesture since it cballenges

wbicb tbe very functions of collector, museum,

the bierarcby of values and tbe structure of sym

and art bistorian depend. A pbilosopber of art

bolic power: it undermines tbe tbe very ideol

caught witbout an answer to tbis question is at

ogy of difference - wbicb is undoubtedly tbe

least as badly off as a curator of paintings caught

core of social order"15• Eco draws tbis conclu

taking a Van Meegeren for a Vermeer».16 Only

sion from bis reflection on wbat would bappen

pbilosopber could afford bimself asking tbe

witb tbe publisbing industry in case tbe pboto

questions tbat seem to satisfy only bis idle curi

copying develops unlimitedly. Hence, tbe forg

osity. It is similarly important for a semiotician

ery of a work of art in case of its legitimation

wbose main concern is to detect conventions,

and tbe recognition of its aestbetic impeccabil

codes and ideology in every cultural artifact. Eco

ity jeopardizes the institution of property and

used to say tbat any 'natural' pbenomenon is in

the mecbanisms of power- for tbis simple rea

fact a cultural construction, a product of bis

son it is tbe subject for taboo and persecution. It

tory. Likewise, tbe idea of"nature" represents a

sbould be disavowed despite tbe fact tbat we do

mytb or a mystification of tbe workings of cul

not know exactly bow and wbat for we sbould

ture and bistory, as Roland Bartbes demon

discern original from its faked double.

strated fortyyears ago. All we need to do now is

Eco's interest to tbe problem of forgery bas

to deconstruct tbe european mytb of 'Original',

very little in common witb tbe approacb of art

and following Eco's meditations - to translate

curators, dealers and experts wbo face tbe prob

N atural into Cultural.

lem of 'autbenticity' in tbeir practice and need

Not everybody can recognise forgery as sucb

to tbink pragmatically witbout interrogating

(tbat is tbe matter of professional "compe

tbemselves 'barmful' and complex questions -

tence"), tbougb everybody seems to be able to

'wby is tbe attribution so important?' or 'wbat
1 s Beo U.
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"Falsification and consensus". P. 178.

16 CM.: Goodman N. The Languages of Art (India
napolis: Bobbs, Merril, 1968), p. 99.

give a definition of fake, copy or false document

ity of using it in order to lie»19• From this point

proceeding from common sense. However, Eco

of view, forgeiy is not "an instance of lie through

points out that it is extremely difficult to give a

objects", the habitual schemes of reasoning

self-sufficing definition to such terms as "fake",

through li"uth and Lying do not work here at all.

"forgery'', "pseudo'', "falsification", "facsimile",

Thus, Eco seems to be willing to kill two birds

"counterfeiting", 'apocryphal", "similar",

with one stone: to look beyond 'common

"copy". And the real headache for theorist is to

sensical' definitions of presumably indeterrnin

decide what one means by'authentic object'17•

able notions of fake and original. and then to

Any of these terms is 'obviously crucial for a

'cast in doubt' some of the definitions of li"uth

semiotic theoiy and all together they depend on

and Falsity together with concepts of'identity'

a 'satisfactory' semiotic defintion of ltuth and

and 'difference' - key terms of contemporaiy

Falsity"18.

philosophy.

Last thesis needs some clarification. Placing
the notions of li"uth and Falsity in such context,
Eco goes on for a deliberate provocation. First

of all, because the whole course of Western and
Eastern philosophy did not manage to work out
single satisfactoiy (i.e.acceptable for eveiy one)
definition of both concepts. Secondly because
the definitions of li"uth and False themselves
need further analysis-at least for a semiotician:
where common sense hopes to find its last re
sort via reference to the Absolute li"uth, the
semiotic inquiry is just about to start. W henever
we face the problem of representation, we know
that there could be a lie uttered about that object
(if' the truth' means a congruence between the
object and its- mental. verbai or visual- repre
sentation). We have no means to disapprove this
statement. W hen Eco says that possibility of
lying is the ''proprium of semiosis", he suggests
that possibility of lying is inseparably connected
to the work of sign-function which is "to signify
(and then to communicate) something to which
no real state of things correspond.

< ...>

Eveiy

time there is signification, there is the possibil-

17 Eco U. «Fakes and Forgeries», in Eco U. The
limits ofinterpretation. (Indiana University Press, 1990).
P. 191.
18 Eco U. «Fakes and Forgeries». P. 176.

Serniotic analysis of faked and authentical must
begin with some basic,'primitive' concepts-such
as similarity and resemblance (since original
and fake give impression of complete similar
ity). The classical interpretation of identical
objects asserted that "two supposedly different
things are discovered to be the same if they suc
ceed in occupying at the same moment the same
portion of space"20• However, such a definition
of identity is useless for the analysis of forgeiy
because the latter acts only in the absence of its
'original' -if both objects were perceived at the
same time and were placed in the same place
then (a) either the difference between them
would become obvious; (b) or the problem of
difference between them would have not been
discussed at all (if they are really identical).
There shoud be a relation of genealogical suc
cession, or better of chronological hierarchy:
thus, objects are not identical because original
was thefirst and only later it became the proto
type for the production of fake. Hence, "if
Raphael's painting seems beyond duplication,
this is because he invented bis roles as he painted,

1 9 Eco U. A Theory of Serniotics. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1979. P. 58.
20 Eco U. «Fakes and Forgeries». P. 176.
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totype). What follows from Eco's analysis of

proposing new and imprecise sign-functions and
thereby performing an act of code-making"21.

iconicity is that 'similarity' is likewise a matter

Semiotician may also ask himself: what kind

of cultural convention. One should make a de

of semiotic object represent the fake? Is it a sign?

cision on whether a double or a replica is a per

lf yes, then does it correspond to the definition

fect iconic sign of 'original' as its object? Simi

of iconic sign, for instance? Before we answer

larity does not concern the relationship between

these questions we must give definitions of sign

the image and its object but between the image

and iconic sign which Eco borrows from Peirce.

and a previously culturalized content27.

According to Peirce, "a sign, or

representamen,

In Eco's view, the 'complete iconism coin

is something which stands to somebodyfor some

cides with indiscernibility or identity", and

thing in some respect or capacity"22• Icon refers

semiotic definition of the phenomenon of iden

to the (second) trichotomy of signs that includes

tity involves the idea of 'complete iconism"28.

three types of signs having some existential rela

However, assuming the object and its sign to be

tion to the object - icon, index and symbol. Peirce

similar in a11 respects ( = identical) the situation

defined it as a sign that "may represent its Ob

turns to be logically absurd, as Peirce would

ject mainly by its similarity, no matter what its

point out here: the ultimate interpretant, which

mode of being"23, or 'sign that represents its

is able to encompass the Object entirely, should

Object in resembling it"24• The category of
iconic sign us relevant here since both (icon
and fake) are linked to the Object25 (which they
represent or refer to) by similarity. The degree
of likeness between fake and its original may
vary26. The degree of similarity can be evalu
ated on the scale of iconicity ( if we ask the ques
tion how much does the fake differ from its pro-

be the object itself. Since this is impossible by
definition - let us consider the notion of 'com
plete iconism' to be a useful model for our in
vestigation and nothing more. lf total similarity
cannot not be achieved under any sircumstances,
then fake represents for us a very curious kind
of sign: 'it would succeed in being a sign insofar
as nobody takes it as a sign and everybody mis
takes it for its potential denotatum"29.

21

Eco U. A Theory of Semiotics. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1979. P. 204.
22 Peirce Ch.S. "Logic as Semiotic:The Theory of
Signs", in Ph ilosoph ical Writings (ed. by J. Buchler.
Dover Publications, 1 955). P. 99.
23 Peirce Ch.S. "Logic as Semiotic:The Theory of
Signs". P. 104.
24 Peirce Ch.S. "ANeglected Argument for the Re
ality of God", inPeirce on Signs (ed. by J. Hoops). The
University of North Carolina Press, 1 991. P. 270.
25 Suppose, 'Original' corresponds here to the no
tion of Object .
26 Semiotician must take a clear distinction between
absolute duplicative replicas which produce a double,
and partial replicas, which will sirnply be called repl icas.
(For more detailed semiotic analysis of replicas and
doubles see: Eco U. A Theory of Semiotics.
Bloomington:Indiana University Press, 1979. P. 1 79205).
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In principle, we should not bother too much
about to which extent the reproduction (copy)
differs from original (object), or do we have 'per
fect' or imperfect iconic sign of the original. The
discussion has nothing to do with

ontologi.cal

properties of the objects. The difference between
fakes and originals is a matter of interpretation
and of pragmatic choice. They set up the rules
for identification of both originals and fakes. It
can be that 'forgeries' are simply the cases of

27 Eco U. A Theory of Semiotics. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1979. P. 204.
28 Eco U. «Fakes and Forgeries». P. 188.
29 Eco U. «Fakes and Forgeries». P. 188.

false identitication: "the web of misunderstand

preserve original object through restoration

ings and deliberate lies, whereas any effort to

iinply that original loses its uniqueness (natu

make a 'correct' authentification is a clear case

rally or artifically), its authentical features. Fol

of semiosic interpretation or of abduction, - con

lowing this logic, its economic and symbolic

cludes Eco"30. It the user who makes decision

value should decrease, however it does not.

concerning the correspondence between the rule

Any restoration is in fact the re-construction,

and the object, be determines whether two ob

the re-creation of the copy that is being perceived

jects are 'objectively' similar and interchange

and respected as original There are many cases

able. Hence, the problem of doubles that seemed

when the works of art after restoration look much

to be an onthological one, is in fact a pragmatic

better than before but nobody would call them a

problem, that depends on the 'competence' of

forgery. Yet the 'originality' of beautiful and re

the user and various cultural assumptions31•

newed canvas or statues often turns to be highly
problematic even for specialists, for those to whom

The trouble with Original:
"cet obscur objet du desir"
"The presence of the original is the prerequisite
to the concept of authenticity", - Walter
Benjamin once wrote32• In the given context it
means that we are able to recognise'fake' only if
we know its prototype which is supposed to be

origi.nal. This is true not only in relation to prac
tical matters but towards theoretical definitions
as well. The definition of original causes end
less problems for the researcher: on the one hand
it functions as a

source for re-production, as the

prototype for any imitation, on the other, it is
unattainable as such.

Eco argues that many objects displayed in
museums have lost their 'originality' long tiine
ago. Original has predisposition to natural ag
ing: it can lose certain parts (arms, heads, etc. ),
its colours alter, the texture may change too. One
day it must disappear at all. In order to avert the
aging, most works of art are subject to restora
tion. The signs of 'aging' as well as an attempt to

the restoration was actually confided. All this
causes multiple confusions, such as neoclassical
utopia of'white' Ancient Greek art, mentioned by

Eco: everybody knows today that originals had
bright colours. Nevertheless, the remainds of
authentical objects are all preserved in white.
Whiteness connotes'originality': any other colour
makes us suspect that we face the forgery.
Furthemore, it is not always clear what ex
actly should be restored and what 'archeologi
cal layer' in the long life of the works of art is
taken for criterion of originality. Why is it so
that Venus had lost its arms forever while al
most destroyed by fanatics Danae has been re
newed entirely? Is it because time (as something
'natural') is not taken into account by experts
and thus it does not harm original properties?
But many half-preserved buildings or statues
that we consider to be 'natural olders' were de
stroyed artificially in their time because of wars
and intentional vandalism. May be, original set
ting plays key role in the definition of original?
And therefore American Parthenon is a fake
siinply because it was constructed in another

30 Eco U. Ibid. P. 192-193.
31 Eco U. «Fakes and Forgeries». P. 1 78.
32 Benjamin W. "The Work of Art in the Age of lts

Mechanical Reproduction", in Illuminations (Pimlico,
1 999), p. 215.

country? But why then should works of art and
statues in all museums of the world be consid
ered original

if they can be easily bought,

sold

and relocated?
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It should be also mentioned that art forgery
has not been clearly defined in law: the problem
lies in the legal status of artistic authenticity.
One can, perhaps, say that 'forgery' is "a piece of
work created or modified with an intention to
deceive"33, but this does not work when it comes
to the court -for art was always and essentially
based on fiction, illusion, remaking and so on,
and so forth, it is imitative perse. Of course, the
concept of 'forgery' keeps alive the idea of artis
tic theft, but when it comes to individual cases it
is not an easy task to provide a satisfactory solu
tion, to mark the boundary which divides a cre
ative work ("original forgery"), even based on
imitation, from plagiarism (the phenomenon of
remake in cinema would be a good example to
this). According to Eco, in a certain sense all
works of art which have survived from Antiq
uity till nowadays should be considered forger
ies34. As a consequence, every object should be
seen as 'an instant forgery of itself' since there
are no objects in our material culture that are
not sibject for chemical or physical alteration.
We have to deal with identity of the object that
does not have the essence; its 'hard care' is be
ing under permanent constroction in the given
culture.
In Lacan's language, one could perhaps com
pare 'original' with petit objet 'a': it represents
the object of desire , it is a sort of the specular
image produced by our fantasy, but simulta
neously it is the object of anxiety. What if origi
nal is indeed the object that can never be attained
if it exists at all?
In order to avoid the paranoia caused by the
situation when everything is a subject to change
and thus authenticity of various things becomes
a matter of consensus without any objective cri33 Haywood J. Op. cit„ p. 8.
34 Eco U. «Fakes and Forgeries». P.
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184.

teria, our culture invented some roles concern
ing the problem of physical integrity of the ob
ject. These roles are rather flexible, if not to say
precarious. Eco gives us few examples: the book
in the bookstore continues to be a new exem
plar, though opened many times by customers
until the moment in which it is obviously worn
or crumpled. In the same vein , there are certain
rules for defining the time for restoration of the
works of art even though every restoration case
is accompanied by endless debates over the le
gitimacy of the work done.
There many different rules that are applicable
to the analysis of fakes and forgeries. Sometimes
they may contradict each other.Thus, formal
aesthetical criterion of authenticity presupposes
that a work of art is recognisable as such if it
maintains its basic integrity and formai stroc
ture. �cheological' criterion asserts the impor
tance of origin and 'archeological genuineness'.
H we take into consideration both criteria si
multaneously, we may never find the solution.
A concrete example (Eco's favourite) would be
useful here. The above-mentioned Parthenon of
Athens lost its colors, a great deal of its archi
tectural features and part of its stones, but the
remainings are authentical from archeological
point of view. Parthenon (inN ashvill) that was
built according to the Greek model as it looked,
which is formally complete and even colored as
the original supposedlywas at the time of its splen
dor, -is regarded to be an exemplar forgery. But
from the point of view of formai and aesthetic
criteria it is rather Greek Parthenon, says Eco,
"should be considered an alteration of a forgery
ofNashvill's one". Instead, it is considered to be
not only more 'authentic' but even more 'beauti
ful' than its American counterpart35. We clearly
35 Eco

U. «Fakes and Forgeries». P. 185.

see that archeological criterion has 'won' the

ture. This method also appeared in the Middle

battle in the definitions of original and as a re

Ages and was irnproved in the age of Renais

sult the matter of aesthetic pleasure becomes

sance. Eco seems to be rather sceptical towards

secondary and subjective.

the 'credibility' of this kind of proof, because

European culture has outlined certain criteria,

such things like interpretation of the world views

more or less satisfactory, for proving authenticity

prevailing in different historical periods are very

and for falsifying false identifications. According

dependent on suppositions, modes of reasoning

to Eco, there are, at least, four kinds of proofs

and one could add - ideology. Proof through
extemal evidences relies upon the knowledge of

provided by modern scholarship:
through material support;

(l)

proofs

(2) proofs through
(3) proofs through

the context: reference to the events, facts, dates

content; (4) proofs through external evidences

about, may be false or true if this information

linear text manifestation;
(referent). Proof

and other historical data that text may report

through material support en

contradicts or conforms to external History.

visages verification of origins of the material

Whatever faithful the representation of histori

remainings (paper, linen, wood, etc.). The pro

cal realities is, this 'proof' cannot serve as an

cedureirnplies physicalor chemical technique�

ultimate manifestation of that a text itself is not

for determining the age and the nature of a me

a fake.

dium. These techniques are considered fairly
'objective'. Proof

These are the main criteria elaborated by our

through linear text manifesta
tion is based on the scrupulous analysis of the

ity of certain artefacts. Closer analysis could re

form of expression in a given period together

veal that all of them (or almost all) depend very

culture for proving or disapproving authentic

with so called'personai style' of the author. The

much on the choice of interpretive scheme and on

idea of determining the credibility of a text from

the availability of sources that could provide ex

its linguistic characteristics was discussed by

ternal verification. Eco confines their usefulness

medieval philosophers and theologists in rela

to the case of'imperfect' fake: he says, that if there

tion to sacred texts, but the first demonstration

is a 'perfect forgery' (in terms of N.

of the method of philological analysis was pro

then any given philological criteria lose their

vided only in lSth century by Lorenzo Valla when

efficiency37• Thus, both fake and origical are

Goodman)

he revealed that the use of certain linguistic

subject for serious investigation and none of them

expressions was irnpossible at the beginning of

is free of suspicions. The circle gets closed: in

the fourth century36. There are many other spe

order to disguise the fake, we should first com

cific (and not only philological) techniques of

pare it with original, but we are unable to verify

analysis - paleographic, grammatical, icono

the 'originality' of'original'. We have but to ap

graphic, stylistic criteria that can be included in

ply the same procedures for defining both fake

this group. Proof through content analyses the

and original.

form of the content, which means that concep

What does Eco want to show us here is that

tual categories, taxonomies, modes of argumen

all criteria for deciding about authenticity are

tation, iconological scemes should correspond

insufficient from the point of view of semiotics:

to certain semantic structure of the given cul-

there is no 'truth' in the last instance that cannot

36 Eco U.

«Fakes and Forgeries». P. 195.

37 Eco U.

«Fakes and Forgeries». P. 197.
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be deconstructed by a semiotician. "Such con

the street'? Fortunately for everybody, post

cepts as lfuth and Fake, Authentic and Fake,

modernism after having buried the 'master nar

Identity and Difference circularly define each

ratives' and laid away the pretensions to the ex

other'38. There is no ontological guarantee for

planation of the world, eventually bared its own

the definition of identity - all our procedures

epistemological status - as a linguistic game, as

and techniques are more or les conventional and

an elegant theory that explains nothing . . . with

depend on different social assumptions. In our

out loosing its intellectual aura.

everyday practice we never refer to such sophisti

Baudrillard, Lyotard, Jameson and other 'fa

cated procedures, neither to 'high theories'

thers' of postmodern theory are sometimes ac

matching them. For recognition of farniliar

cused to have 'packed' the contemporary per

things and persons (in order to

identify them)

ception of world into the magic formulae that

we rely upon our intuition that is, in its turn,

may not have anything to do with the Real

based on certain social agreements. Once again

World, but any layman can unrnistakeably iden

Eco resorted to

the common sense that he uses

tify today as 'postmodernist' (whenever it comes

as an antidote (or antipode?) from semiotic in

to 'simulacrum', 'pastiebe', 'semantic catastro

terpretation.

phe' and other keywords). Postmodernism is

Thus, it is the inertia of cultural conventions

being often perceived as a refined theoretical

compels us to go to Academy of Fine Arts in

product of French philosophy whereas in real

Florence, to spend some time queuing in line

ity it was born far away from Europe. As a theory

and to buy the ticket in order to see the original

it does give a satisfactory interpretation to the

of David, the beautiful copies of which we can

outer world, but not in Europe and least of all

see for free on the Piazza Signoria or Piazzale

in the countries of so called 'third world'.

Michelangelo . . . We do this without question

As a matter of fact postmodernism appeared

ing ourselves: does the difference matter indeed?

long time ago as a 'practical' philosophy of

America: the Paradise of Fake or

modernist' ('kitchy' in terms of modernist aes

American history. What can be more 'post

Faked Paradise?

thetics) than gathering the pieces of ancient,

The discourse of classical aesthetics is far from

place (Hearst Castle )? What can be more

being totally disavowed. To reject it means to
discard the common values of our culture re
lated to the concept of authenticity all together
with its connotations of historicism and unique
ness. Many of us experience a bunch of feelings
standing in front of the ruins of Collosseum or
Notre Dame de Paris - precisely because of their
genuineness. Let us imagine what would hap
pen to European cultural industry and tourism
in case if postmodernism would has come "down

medieval and Renaissance cultures in the same
postmodernist than sky-scraper conceived as a
mixture of constructivist fantasy and the aesthet
ics of gothic church? What can be more
postmodernist than the eclecticism of museum
space where the paintings of European avant
guard artists neighbour the Renaissance art and
the hand-made articles of blacksmiths from
Philadelphia (Barns Foundation)? The row of
examples of the 'nostalgia for lost referent'
(Baudrillard) can be continued ad infinitum and
all of them dated long before we got to know

38 Eco U.
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about postmodernism.

Conceptual explication that was developed
into a theory of postmodemismfew decades ago,
represents an attempt to justify and legitimize
properly american cultural landscape. 'Legiti
mize' - because from within European frame
ofreference american culture cannot recognised
as if the latter would not exist at all. At best it
was perceived as an ersatz of continental cul
ture re-created from the fragments exported from
Europe and belonging to its history. American
culture has deserved a right to be named 'the
cradle' of postmodernism. Its mesmerizing
hyperrealismlacked proper interpretation for too
long. Eventually it has got it in a theory of
postmodernism. Speaking of America as a
postmodem culture, manywould refer to the well
known essay of Jean BaudrillardAme rica (1986),
others would mention Fredric Jamesons's
Postmodemis, or the CulturalLogic ofLate Capi
talism' (1991) but some people would put on
the first place the works ofUmberto Eco .
Among the texts of Umberto Eco, dedicated
to the problem of postmodernist culture ( in
cluding its american 'roots'), our attention is
compelled to an essay dated 1975 and named
Travels in Hyperreality. The text is often said to
have 'an anomalous quality', considering the date
of publication39 and its volume ( approximately
sixty pages). It reads today as a "strange combi
nation of postmodern philosophy and some
thing out of Sunday travel section, full of sar
donic descriptions and exaggerated denuncia
tions that focus on the cultural shortcomings of
America"40. Surprisingly, this particular text
has being rarely discussed in intellectual com-

39 It should be noted that the essay was written few
years earlier than the classical' works of Jean Baudrillard
(Simulacres et simulation, 1981) Jean-Fran�ois Lyotard
(La condition postmodeme. Rapport sur le savoir, 1979).
40 Sanes K. 'Iravelling Through Hyperreality With Um
berto Eco (http://www.transparencynow.com/eco.htm) ..

munities as a postmodernist text41• In a similar
way, it has almost never been mentioned in
serniotic, art historical and philosophical con
texts relating to the problerns of fake and authen
ticity, original and reproduction. Certainly, this
text is aboutAmerica, it is about postmodemism,
but in the given context it is first of all an intro
duction into the 'serniotics of apocryphal', which
one could treat as the postmodemist contribu
tion into a semiotic theory of representation.
This essay is an attempt to understand
America by the European intellectual who ar
rives to the country and in a short while realizes
that habitual schemes of interpretation seem not
to work here. Eco begins with the often pro
nounced panegyrics to �erica' as the Prom
ised Land. The verywordAmerica sounds magic
for thousands of imrnigrants, it is like a signifier
of the heaven on Earth where all the species and
things are much better than you have ever seen
before ( the myth was actually created in the times
of Ch. Colomb ). This illusion is even more pow
erful for those who live in America. The rest of
the world is perceived by them as a bad 'copy' of
american culture, as its pale shadow (if they
notice it at all by peripheral vision, on the screens
of their TVs). It is not by accident that Slavoj
Žižek commenting events of September 11
4 1 At least, this is true towards Russian-speaking
community that is most familiar to me, - due to the
lack oftranslations ofEco into Russian. It is also worth
mentioning, that the peripeteias of reception of Eco's
works in Russia consist in that he is treated predomi
nantly as a writer and not a semiotician or philosopher.
However, his observations of postmodemism have been
referred far too often because of the popularity of the
'Postscript to the Name of the rose' (translated into
Russian in 1986). Tu approach Eco's notes on post
modem literature as a 'high-level theory' of postrnoder
nism would be rather bizarre undertaking for those
(westemers) who reads first Jameson or Lyotard. Such a
situation would be similar to 'putting the horse behind
the cart'.
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points out that terrorist attack put the end to tbe

Now tbe paradox consists in tbat American

ultimate American paranoiac fantasy of aver

imagination, being obsessed by tbe 'real tbing'

age american wbo thought "the world be lives in

wants to attain it at any cost; eventually tbe only

is a fake, a spectacle staged to convince bim tbat

solution is to fabricate the absolute fake'. Among

be lives in a real world, wbile all people around

typically american and, tbus, byperrealistic

bim are effectively actors and extras in a gigan

pbenomena tbere are bolograpby, Disneyland,

tic sbow". In reality, be says, America's 'Holyday

ubiquitous museums ofwax figures (wbere one

from bistory' was a fake42.

could find sucb cultural mutations as a wax

America created and consolidated its illusory
and 'perfect' world in advertising (the unfailing
macbine for reproducing mytbology and selling
American Dream), arcbitecture (be it neoclas
sical reproduction of Parthenon, faked city of
Las Vegas or mirror 'wrapping' for luxary botel
in San Francisco ), politics (witb its mediated
wars) and even economy (witb its virtual bank
ing). According to Baudirillard, America, tbat
exorsicised tbe question of origin, itself gave
birth to something new and original: "America
is tbe original version of modernity"43, Europe
is a dubbed copy of it.
American landscape is described by Eco as
an embodyment of fake bis tory, fake art, fake
na ture and fake cities. He defines tbis world of
Absolute, Ideal Fake as a world of Hyperreality
that does not simply reproduce Reality but tends
to improve it, tbat produces illusion and stimu
lates tbe desire for it44• Still, America is a coun
try tbat is mad about realism, about ideal iconic

statue of the Mona Lisa and a 'restored' copy of
Venus de Milo, witb arms), bouses of american
'nouveaux ricbes' and arcbitecture most of all.
America itself is a buge bologramme; Fiction
tbat dominates tbe world. For tbe sake of au
tben ticity tbere were falsified even tbe most
sacred documents of american bistory (tbat
Eco discovered during bis journey in tbe
States): for instance, in tbe booksbop of tbe
Museum of City of New York tbey sell repro
ductions of bistorical documents exhibited in
Museum - from tbe bill of sale of Manbattan
to tbe Declaration of Independence. These are
described as 'looking and feeling old', tbey are
scented witb old spice, penned in pseudo-an
tique cbaracters, but tbe bill of sale is written
in Englisb wbilst original was in Dutcb. Eco
concludes witb bis own neologism: so it is not
a facsimile, but - a fac-different.46
The museums of wax figures are ranked by

representations and 'autbentic' copies of real

Eco among the attractions of major importance.

ity. It is, tberefore, not accidentally, that 'tbe first,

What is most surprising about tbem it is not a

widely used by Coca Cola but also frequent as a

quantity, but tbat real bistorical cbaracters bere

byperbolic formula in everyday speecb, is 'tbe

neigbbour fictional ones: tbe cbaracters from

real tbing'45•

banal costume drama may be as legitimate as
bistorical figures. Imaginary worlds of novels

See: Žižek S. "Welcome to the desert of the
Real!"
43 BaudrillardJ. Amerique. Editions Grasset, 1986.
P. 33.
44 Eco U. Trave/s in Hyperreality, in Faith in Fakes
(Minerva, 1996). P. 44.
45 lbid., p. 7.
42
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or science-fictions films are faked witb 'mania
cal cbill'. Cultivated visitor at some point gets
totally confused for 'tbe logical distinction be-

46

lbid., p. 11.

tweeo Real World aod Possible World has beeo

History as representation: the sense

definitely uodermined' .47 Such a faithful recoo

of historical fakes

structioo of reality seem to igoore the problem
of

referent

(which may be bad for classical

semiotics but obviously oatural for postmodem
theory).
Reality preseoting itself as a sign can be found
in America eveo in the zoo. "The theme of
hyperrealistic reproductioo involves oot only Art
and History, but also Nature"48: such a cooclu
sioo was made by Eco during his visit to San
Diego: oo the ooe hand, animals behaved as if they
lived in an autheotic eovironmeot without seeing
people at all; oo the other, theywere 'cultivated' to
such an exteot that visitors got stroog impressioo
of seeing the humanised oature, the 'oatural'.
Thus, the philosophy of Americao cultural
industry, according to Eco

,

is very seducing:

"We are giving you the reproductioo so you will
oo looger feel aoy oeed for original"49 (instead
of ' . . . so that you will waot the original"). Re
productioo here is uodoubtedly better thao
original whereas the reproductioo of reproduc
tioo is merely impeccable. Wheo leaviog this
world 'you risk feeliog homeseek for' it, sioce
reality is oot so appealing, it cao be eveo disap
poin ting, - coocludes Eco. Does aoybody still
want to see arrnless Veous or oearly ruined Last
Supper by Da Vinci in Milao? Yet in order to
make the reproductioo so desirable, there
should have existed cherished aod adorable
Original, elevated to the pedestal by both civi
lizatioos - oo this aod other sides of the oceao:
there should be autheotic (though in poor coo
ditioo) 'Last Supper' with its symbolic value
before its wax copy would be coosidered a kind
of masterpiece.

Many europeans seem to share a sort of implicit
soobbery towards such a 'barbaric' and some
how oaĮve approach to culture. This soobbery is
grouoded to a great exteot oo the idea that Eu
rope is the place of origins, the homelaod to
autheoticity. Eco holds a differeot staodpoint
( as he did ooce towards mass culture in the dis
cussioo betweeo 'integrati et apocalittici"): he
Iooks for 'positive' aoswers - what all this does
meao aod what is useful for us in the americao
cultural experieoce? He argues that such ao at
titude towards imitatioos helped americaos (in
XVIII-X:Xth ceoturies) to regain the seose of
history which is a crucial factor for the coostruc
tioo of oatiooal and cultural ideotities. The oeu
rotic desire to fill in the vacuum of memories
aod historicity explains such a freoetic worship
for the Real as Autheotic History. 'The Abso
lute Fake is offspring of the uohappy awareoess
of a preseot without depth"50•

Eco makes us think of the seose of history in
a broader philosophical cootext: how to regain
the cootact with our past? What is legitimate
aod what is oot? lf ooe caooot touch it 'alive'
aod it is accessible ooly in frozeo museum ex
hibit theo which way of 'mummificatioo' ooe
has to choose: to get rid of the last remnaots of
previous culture in order to cleao the site for
future history or to create am amalgam of faked
aod original, of historical aod preseot? There
are maoy differeot strategies of museum repre
seotatioo in America too - some museums aod
galleries are 'specialized' oo original art works
that are placed in cootemporary minimalist eo
tourage (if there are copies they are preseoted as
such) which geoerates cootemplative distaoce

41 lbid., p.
48 lbid., p.
49 lbid., p.

14.
49.
19.

50

lbid., p. 31.
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with the past and does not pretend to substitute

the state that subjugated and humiliated another

History ( such are Getty Museum and Univer

country reproduced its past grandeur in its ideol

sity galleries). Why then there are so many mu

ogy and carefully preserves it in historical and art

seums that adhere to such a bizarre (in Eu

museurns. This is the only way to ca1m the bad

ropean's eyes) mode ofrepresentation when even

conscience and legitimise history at the symbolic

original painting or sculpture is exhibited in

level After

faked interior or architectural landscape, not to

Rome made 'master copies' of Greece, Chris

a11, Greece imitated Ancient Egypt,

mention the faked pieces of art? Eco points out

tendom assimilated judaism, Renaissance culti

that this is happening because of the need to

vated antiquity and so on, and so forth. Thanks to

regain the contact with the past and each culture

these assimilations, imitations and fakes we still

finds its own way to do it. "Archeological re

capable to reproduce and translate to other gen

spect" ('European' strategy) is only one of the

erations our feeling ofhistory.

possible solutions; other periods and countries

Speaking 'we', l refer to those who live in East

approach the problem differently51• While in

European countries where in the

Europe the asceticism of museum space is coun

historical feeling and memory underwent seri

20th century

terbalanced with authenticity of the street stones

ous disruptions. There are no visual referents

and buildings outside museum (History is vir

for common European past (very popular nos

tually everywhere in the old towns and cities),

talgic myth) in some of our cities. The capital of

in America museum can be the only place for

Belarus - Minsk which was almost entirely de

historical reminiscences: it is the modern coun

stroyed during the Second World War and,

try with 'much future' and some nostalgic

therefore, has no 'European history' which would

remorses for the past. Eco says: "It is easy to

be visible in the city, manages to maintain its

give a neutral setting to visitors who can breathe

connection to the past only through Stalin's myth

in the Past a few steps away, who reach the neu

materialised in the architecture. Thus, its past is

tral setting after having walked, woth emotions,

predominantly the Soviet one. On the contrary,

among venerable stones. But in California, be

Warsaw chose another strategy to re-establish

tween the Pacific on the one hand and Los An

the links with its European past: Old Thwn be

geles on the other, with restaurants shaped like

ing an Absolute Fake is perseived nowadays as

hats and hamburgers, and four-level freeways

authentic historical place, the very beart of me

with ten thousands ramps, what do you do?"52

dieval European town.

Eco gives us a brief historical survey in order

And the last but not least: are we sure that

to demonstrate that not only present historical

Rome implemented very similar policy towards

History is Real, that it is based on the authentic
events and facts? After a11, history for Eco53 is a
product of multiple conventions, it is a repre
sentation (with all connotations implied by the

Greece. One could conclude, that recent rela

word). All historical sources are subject to cer-

period and not only American civilisation em
ploys this model of historical memory. Ancient

tionships betweenAmerica and Europe resemble
very much that - ancient - situation in political,
ideological and cultural aspects. In both cases

51 lbid., p. 34.
52 lbid., p. 33.
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53 Many contemporary historians and philosophers
approach history as a Tuxt and narrativepar excellence. It
would be rather difficult to give the full list of references.
l would just mention the works of H. White,
E. Ankersmith, M. Ferro, P. Sorlin, V. Sobchak, D. La
Capra, E. Wyschogrod and others.

tain rules of narration such as coherence, plot

photography) are those instruments which are

and story development, modelling role of 'pro

responsible either for providing this continuity,

logue' and 'closure', etc. Heyden White once

or for favouring collective anomie, arnnesia, and

formulated the question: "What would a

repression of the memory. As Eco points out,

nonnarrative representation of historical real

our everyday experience is 'filtered through 'al

ity look like?" Answering this question one

ready seen' images"57.

should bear in mind that reality which is not

Purthermore, we measure history by years

encoded in narration is otherwise inaccessible;

and days but the periodization and calendar (and

narrativity is 'a form for the representation of

its 'language') are the inventions of European

events construed to be real rather than imagi

culture (that knew many other fictional calen

nary"54. Paet and fiction are inseparably con

dars -for instance, during Prench Revolution)58.

nected in history. It is not that we live in a fic

Eco gives a good example of how our experi

tional world, but neither in real one. 'Reality' is

ence is 'packed' into the fictional frame of refer

a fictional construction - it is the matter of 'trust'

ences: "We think we usually know the real world

but not of 'truth'55. We learn history from the

through experience; we think it is a matter of

handbooks and newspapers, that were written

experience that today is Wednesday, April

14,

by other people, who may not even have been

1993, and that at this moment I'm wearing a

present themselves at the event happening. Por

blue tie. As a matter of fact, it is true that today

professional historian any historical source is

is April 14, 1993 , only within the framework of

valuable though their authenticity is often ques

the Gregorian calendar, and my tie is blue only

tioned. We watch 1V and think that we witness

according to the Western division of the chro

historical events but in fact they have been staged

matic spectrum . . . " One could get an impres

for us by journalists or somebody else56. Even

sion that Eco gives these arguments in order to

our memory is fictional in a way, it is mostly

destabilise our already unsettled belief in the

(P. Nora): very often we

cognoscibility of the world though Eco does not

remember not the events themselves but the

want to play a role of a metaphysocal sceptic: he

films and photographs we have seen about it.

says that 'the world is overpopulated with

Historical memory is based on the continuity

solypsists"59. He simply wants to remind his

'retinai and televisual'

of experience, and visual media (cinema, TY,

reader that our knowledge of what is 'Ifuth and
what is Palse, what is real and what is fictional

54 White H. The Content and the Fonn. Narrative
Discourse and Historical Representation (The John
Hopkins University Press, 1990). P. 4.
55 Eco U. Six walks in the fictional woods (Harvard
University Press, 1994. P. 89.
56 Soviet cinema provided us very interesting exam
ple illustrating the fictional character of history and
ideological necessity of historicalfakes that have to be
perceived as the representation of Real History: it
'invented' historical dates and event, buildings. This
filrn culture is particularly notorious for "reflecting"
reality that never existed. Such was, for instance, the
greatest fiction of October Revolution staged by
Eistenstein and his colleagues.

are quite conventional and sometimes contra
dictory. But even

if at closer distance History

seems to be an Absolute Pake (be it European
history or American) it still has sense. 'Paking'
memory, narrativising history means creating
ourselves, maintaining our identities. Hence, the

57 Eco U. � Photograph', in Faith and Fakes. P. 214.
58 Eco U. Six walks in the fictional woods. Harvard

University Press, 1994. P. 88.
59 Eco U. Six walks in the fictional woods . P. 89.
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symbolic value of bistorical fakes consists in the

be sbares some stakes of tbe critique of capital

construction of imaginary communities and,

ist society given by Frankfurt Scbool witbout

consequently, reinforcing of social solidarity.

the pessimism of latter. But consumer ideology

Thus, falsification wbicb is to be considered

of Iate capitalism includes also other important

'original' is not specifically american pbenom

features tbe main ofwbicb is tbe omnipresence

enon, it is a common tbing in political, cultural

of images as a dominant form of consumption

and other spberes. In relation to this Eco is wam

and the 'spectacle' as the main commodity. "!m

ing: 'Butwe bave to distinguisb between the kind
of consensus and allows tbe spreading of mac

ages do things, operate for real interests althouth
tbey are, tbemselves, struck witb unreality" . 62

roscopic forms of control and tbat wbicb satis

The term 'spectacle' wbicb was coined by Guy

fies wbat we night call a biological pace and

Debord, is not used overtly by Eco bere, bow

doesn't come close to the establishment of power

ever tbis reference may belp us to make it more

relationsbips in tbe true sense.60

clear wbat are tbe targets of Eco's criticism.

This view on History represents one of many

There is no doubt tbat Eco actually agrees witb

possible interpretations of Eco's analysis of

Debord in tbat social relationsbip between

american culture. Anotber problem, arising

people are mediated by images in our age63. All

from bis meditations on America's love to fakes

tbe features, implied by 'spectacle', namely -

and its obsession witb Real, concerns tbe main

passivity, fictional cbaracter, conventionality

goal of semiotic analysis wbicb is to provide the

(that is often masked under 'common sense' and

critique ofideologies.

nature), tbe dominant role ofvisual media and

Semiotics as the critique of

interest.

representations in our culture are subject of bis

ideologies
It would be too extravagant to rank Eco among
tbose intellectuals wbose main interest is to
'tbeorise Political" yet one could discern tbe
elements of (marxist) social criticism in bis
analysis of contemporary culture. Eco argues,
for instance, that the sucb a 'mega metapbor' as
Disneyland can serve not only as an example of
'total fake' and 'absolute iconism', but also as an
allegorical depiction of tbe society of consump
tion. It is 'really tbe quintessence of consumer

It may seem tbat Eco and otber 'post
modernist' theoreticians got in the trap carefully
prepared by themselves. When be admitted that
'tbe power is elusive, and tbere is no longer any
telling wbere the 'plan' comes from"64 (and tbus
wbo is sending the message - the magistrate, the
newspaper, the reader?) - be was right and wrong
simultaneously. Some ofbis earlier 'mildly para
noid' ideas (like this one: it could bave bappened
tbat a small buncb of conspirators (say, people,
from Pentagon and various 1V cbannels) orga-

ideology•61. When Eco says tbat Disneyland is a
place of total passivity (wbere visitors must agree
to bebave like robots) and tbus it is a minia ture
of contemporary capitalist society, it means that

60 Eco U. "Falsification and consensus". P. 1 76.
Eco U. Travels in Hyperreality. P. 43.

61
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62 Blonsky M. "Introduction. The Agony of Semi
otics: Reassessing the Discipline", in M. Blonsky (ed.)
On signs, Baltimore, Maryland: The John Hopkins Uni
versity Press, 1991, p. XLVI.
63 Debord G. The Society of Spectacle (New York:
Zone Books, 1995). P. 12.
64 Eco U. 'The M ultiplication of the Media', in Faith
in Fakes. P. 149.

) sound today as propbetic

to bear tbe sbouting of the belated referent (that

messages, because tbe "Plan", a product of

was away for so long) of mass media messages:

cospiracy (Eco's idea tbat inspired tbe writing

" . . . And believe me, tbis is NOTA DREAM! "

nize a Big Fake65

• • •

conseived as a 1V

Instead o f conclusions it would b e useful to

event, became lhle (speaking of September 11 ).

explain now wby Fake - tbis "scarecrow" of

of

Foucault's Pendulum ),

He said long tirne ago tbat during last decades

Western Culture sbould be subjected to

live television bas undergone dramatic cbanges

semiotic inquiry. The usefulness of semiotic

in terms of mise en scene. From papal ceremo

approacb in our case is defined by tbe fact of

nies to political and entertainment events, we

ideological construction of tbe notion of origi

know tbat tbeywould not bave been conceived

nal wbicb is too often disguised under tbe

in tbe same way in tbe absence of 1V cameras.

"cloak" of otber interpretations. In bis analy

Many events take place because tbey bave been

sis of ideology as a semiotic category, Eco em

conceived witb television in mind66 - tbey are

pbasizes tbat as a message wbicb starts witb a

all in a way faked 'originals' of events. And tbis

factual description , and tben tries to justify it

tirne New York was arranged as a studio, con

tbeoretically, gradually being accepted by so

structed for television.

ciety tbrougb a process of overcoding, it is an

Being once seduced by postmodernism one

organised world-vision wbicb must be sub

could bave easily agreed witb tbe statement that

jected to a semiotic analysis68. After all, it is a

tbe difference between

conscious code-switcbing. Semiotics tben is a

origi.nal and Jake, real

and fictional bas become (or always was) very

form of ('genetic')

epbemeral. Recent events made all of us doubt

as a form of social practice (For 'original' state

social criticism in as mucb

wbetber postmodern 'trutbs' are still alive, and

ment see KMarx's works ). Once again we seem

wbetber mass media tell us only 'the real stories

to find ourselves in a vicious circle of defini

of fictional construction'67. We may not know

tions: if ideology is omnipresent and eternal

exactly wbo is tbe Sender or tbe Autbor of tbe

( as Marx, Altbusser and otbers insisted), tben

messages but be is no virtual any longer. l do

bow semiotic critique may be free of ideology?

not doubt tbat falsification is tbe raison d'etre

Here Eco makes some precisions: be is not try

of mass media, but tbesis on tbe fictional cbar

ing to smuggle «tbe common sense instead of

acter of reality somebow lost its attraction: on

ideology»69, be sees tbe purpose of semiotic

tbe 1V audience from all over

approacb in its possibility to destroy an ideol

tbe world bad cbance to make sure that violence

ogy by opposing it to anotber ideology , tbe lat

September

11

and deatb are not only televisual sirnulacra but

ter sbowing tbe falsity of tbe former ( and vice

are inberent to our reality. Quite anotber mat

versa). As M.Blonsky points out, "semiotics in

ter thatwe perceived the real event as a cinematic

sists on tbe failure of tbe sign's referential

fake produced in Hollywood, and now we seem

power. [ . . .] It cannot enuneiate any kind of trutb

65 Eco U. Six walks in the fictional woods. P. 92.
66 See: Eco U. "Event as Mise en Scene and Life as

68 Eco U. A Theory of Semiotics. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1979. P. 289-290.
69 This rather ridiculous slogan is often repeated
today by newspapers when they discuss, for instance, the
politics ofBritish premier-ministre.

Scene-setting", inApocalypsepostponed. Bloomington:
lndiana University press, 1994. P. 105.
67 Eco U. Six walks in the fictional woods. P. 99.
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about the world"70• The choice of the right or

choices, but it does not and should not help us to

of the 'correct' bias is not a semiotic matter.

chose: the only thingwhich needs to be done is to

Semiotics helps us to analyse different ideological

uncover conventions and historical constructions

in various cultural practices, even if sometimes
10

they pretend to be 'natural' and even when their

Blonsky M. Op. cit, p. xxi

legitimacy seems to be beyond any suspicion.
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Cl>AJihIII H BKA HA KAPTE: CEMHOTHKA H TIP06JIEMA AYTEHTHą HOCTH
Am.MHpa YcMaHoBa

P e J IO M e
Ha KOKY - 110.lllC
l JIKa: CCMHOTIIKa H 11po6JieMa ayrew

11pa11HJIO, llPH3HaeTCJI JIH60 HC33KOHHhlM (B CJiyqae,

l!BJIJICTC.11 O,llHHM H3

HallpHMep, <l>aJILWHBOMOHCTHHqecTBa HJIH KOHTPa

KJI10qe11Yx ,llJI.11 3a1111,llHoe11po11eil:cKoil: KYJib'IYPhl. IloH.11 -

<t>aKTHoil: llpO.llYKUHH), JIH6o 3CTCTHqecKH ymep6HYM

mqHocm. IloHRTHe opHrHHaJia
me

3TO

<t>eTHWH3HpOB3HO H3CTOJil>KO, qT() Bee, qro

KBaJIH<t>uuupyeTCll KaK HCllO,llJIHHHūe/110.lllC
l JlbHOe , KaK
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(Kor,lla peq1> H,lleT o 110.llle
l JIKax 11poHJBe,lleHuil: HCKYc
CTBa). B TO JKe speM.11 «ayreHmqHocm„

cymeCTByeT

B Haweit ICYJihTYPC
ycKOJIL3alOwero

OT

Ha npuax nyCTOro 03Ha11a10wero,

HJIH pLIHO'IHaJI CTOHMOCTL

6oJiee HJIH MCHee YffHBepcam.HLIX

TepMHHHPOB8HLI H,llCOJIOfH'ICCKHMH ,llHCKypcaMH H

KOilHH H opHrHHaJia ,lle 

.llCcl>HHHllHit. )J;aHHaJI CTaTLJI H81lCJICHa Ha IlOHCK Me:iic:

npOH3BO,llCTBOM BJiaCTH-3H8HHJI, BCJIL B KOHC'IHOM C'ICTC

,llHCllHilJIHHapHoit aHaJIHTH'ICCKOit MO,llCJIH, KOTOpaJI

cnoco6HOCTL npaBHJILHOit

noJBOJIHJia 61>1 noMeCTHn. nomrme opHrHHaJia B 6oJiee

THcl>HKallHH) - 3TO, npe:xme BCero, BJiaCTHaJI npaKTHKa,

WHpOKHit TCOPCTH'ICCKHit KOHTCKCT H pacCMOTpCTL

Il03BOJIJllOIŲaJI YCTaHaBJIHBan. KOHTpOJIL H BLICTpaHBaTL

pa3JIH11H1>1e KYJILTYPH1>1e npaKTHKH

CHMBOJIH'ICC'IKHC HepapXHH B TOit HJIH HHOit cct>epe

KonHpoBaHHJI

11epe3 npH3MY CCMHOTH'ICCKOl'O HHCTpYMCHTapHJI. Ko
HC'IH8JI llCJIL TaKOfO aHaJIH38 COCTOHT B TOM, 'IT06Li
IlOK83llTL, K8KHM o6paJOM

3CTCTH'ICCKHC C}')KllCHHJI

«8TPH6yuHHlO (HJIH HJICH

COllHaJILHOit :lKH3HH.

KJno'leBWe CJIOBa: CCMHOTHKa, IlO.llJICJIKa, opHrHHaJI,
npe,llCTaBJICHHe, HJICOJIOfHJI.
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